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Abstract. An attempt is described to ascertain how well the .F0 of the isolation tones of a variety of Chinese can be normalised
using the mean and standard deviation from seven speakers' long term F0 distributions. Six of the seven speakers' cumulative
mean and standard deviation stabilised after approximately 20 s and 10 s, respectively, of voiced speech. Little difference
was found between speakers' long term and isolation tone standard deviation, and their long term mean was on average
10% lower than their isolation mean. Their F0 range and standard deviation were also much greater than comparable
measures from non-tonal English. A z-score normalisation of the isolation tone F0 with long term parameters resulted in
a three-fold reduction in the original between-speaker variance. This degree of reduction was enough to resolve the tonal
categories, and the remaining between-speaker variance was comparable to raw within-speaker variancei but the reduction
was only half as good as normalisation with isolation tone parameters, and is therefore deemed unsuccessful. Because of
the demonstrated relationship between long term and isolation values, it is speculated that the long term approach still has
a potential use in comparing varieties where isolation tone normalisation parameters are not equatable.

o

Zusammenfassung. Wir haben untersucht inwieweit die Grundfrequenz von isoliert ausgesprochenen Tonlauten einer
Chinesischen Varietlit normiert werden kann mit Hilfe des Mittelwerts und der mittleren Abweichung der Langzeitverteilung
der Grundfrequenz. Sieben Sprecher haben an diesem Experiment teilgenommen. Fiir sechs der sieben Sprecher stabilisierten sich die kumulativen Mittelwerte und Abweichungen nach ungeflihr 20, respektiv 10 Sekunden. Wir fanden wenig
Unterschied zwischen den Langzeit- und den Isolierlautabweichungen, und der Langzeitmittelwert war im Mittel 10%
kleiner als der Isolierlautmittelwert. Der Umfang und die mittlere Abweichung der Fundamentalfrequenz waren auch bei
weitem grosser als vergleichbare Wefie im Englischen. Eine "z-score" Normalisierung der F0-Isolierlaute mit Hilfe der
Langzeitparameter ergab eine dreifache Reduzierung der urspriinglichen ZwischensprechervariabilitAt. Diese Reduzierung
geniigte um die Laute in Tonkategorien aufzul6sen und die restliche Zwischensprechervariabilitiit war vergleichbar mit der
unautbereiteten Intrasprechervariabilitiit. Die so erzielte Reduzierung war aber nur halb so gut wie die. welche mit einer
Normalisierung durch Isolierparameter erreichbar ist und sie muss daher als ungentigend bezeichnet werden. Wir vermuten
dass durch den bewiesenen Zusammenhang zwischen Langzeit- und Isolierlautwerten eine Langzeitnormalisierung trotzdem
ntitzlich sein k6nnte, wenn Varietziten verglichen werden fiir die die Parameter von Isolierlauten nicht direkt vergleichbar
sind.

R6surn6. Nous avons tentd de normaliser des tons isol6s d'un dialecte du chinois par la moyenne et l'6cart-type de la
distribution a long terme de la fr6quence fondamentale. Pour six locuteurs sur sept, la moyenne et l'6cart-type cumulatifs
se sont stabilis6s aprds vingt secondes et dix secondes, respectivement. Nous n'avons remarqu6 que de faibles diffdrences
entre les 6carts-types de la distribution ir long terme et celle des tons isol6si et la mesure de la tendance centrale 6tait en
moyenne de l0o/o plus faible que celle des valeurs isol6es correspondantes. Les plages des valeurs de F0 et de l'6cart-type
6taient beaucoup plus 6tendues que des valeurs obtenues pour une langue sans tons comme l'anglais. Une normalisation
sur base d'un calcul du z-score des tons isolds avec les paramdtres d long terme r6duisit de deux tiers la variabilit6 interlocuteurs originale. La rdduction dtait suffisante pour d6terminer les cat6gories tonales et la variabilitd inter-locuteurs
r6siduelle 6tait comparable d la variabilitd intra-locuteur brute. Mais la rdduction 6tait seulement la moiti6 de celle r6alis6e
par les parambtres des tons isolds et elle a 6t6, par consdquent, jug6e insuffisante. A cause de la relation entre valeurs
isol6es et valeurs )r long terme, il nous semble possible que ces dernidres soient utiles pour la comparaison de vari6t6s oi
les paramdtres de normalisation obtenus ir partir des tons isolds ne sont pas dquivalents.

Keywords. Chinese, tone. normalisation, fundamental frequency, long term mean, long term standard deviation.
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and standard deviation as normalisation parameters for their isolation tone F0.

L. Introduction

1.1. Normslisation
1.2. Isolation tone

Two major aims of linguistic phonetics are the

of the phonetic features

which
specify the sounds within a given language or variety1, and of those features which underlie sound
contrasts between varieties (Ladefoged and Maddieson, 1986, p. 1). Linguistic phonetic sameness,
howevet, is instrumentally elusive. On the acoustic level of description, for example, differences
between speakers in acoustic output caused by
differences in their vocal tract anatomy will often
be large enough to swamp not only the linguistic
content, which is signalled by the particular sound
contrasts involved, but also a fortiori the phonetic
detail which characterises the sounds of one par-

identification

ticular variety against another2. In order to
specify the acoustical correlates of the sounds of
a variety, individual differences have to be factored-out by a process of normalisation (Disner,
1980, p . 253) . The results of the normalisation can

then be used for comparing across varieties
(Rose, 1987,p.351; Rose, 1990b).

One major source of between-speaker differences in acoustical output is the difference in
length and mass of the vocal cords. Such differences result in different preferred, or default values and ranges of the fundamental frequency (F0)
of the radiated speech wave (Nolan, 1983, pp. 51
and 59). F0 is the basic acoustic correlate of per-

ceived pitch, which functions as the main dimension for suprasegmental linguistic systems of intonation, stress and tone (Lehiste,l'970).
In contrast to the large amount of theoretical
and empirical work done on vowel normalisation,
the normalisation of the acoustical correlates of
intonation has received very little attention, and
the normalisation of tone even less. This paper
addresses one aspect of the normalisation of tone:
the possibility of using speakers' long term mean

IA

variety is "... any particular kind of language which we
wish, for some purpose, to consider as a single entity"
(Chambers and Trudgill, 1980' p' 5).
2 For a discussion of the types of information present in the
speech wave - accentual versus linguistic versus personal
see Ladefoged (1967, P. 104).
Speech Communication
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Figures L and 2 show F0 shapes of the same 6

phonemic tones of a variety of Wu Chinese
(ZhenhailCixi) as spoken by 4 male and 3 female

native speakers. The F0 values represent arithmetic means of several tokens, and were sampled
spectrographically at percentage points of the duration of the voiced part of the syllable - a mean
rate of about 40 samples per second3. Figure 1, in
which -F0 is plotted as a function of absolute duration, allows comparison of the different speakers'
tonal configurations. Figure 2 shows the relationship between the F0 shapes of the same tone for
different speakers. In Figure 2, lhe FO is plotted
as a function of equalised duration (the short
tones 5 and 6 are plotted with half the duration
of the long tones to reflect the extrinsic difference

in duration). The data in Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate the abovementioned commonplace

that the same linguistic units uttered by different
speakers can be signalled by vastly different
acoustic values. They also give some idea of the
magnitude and nature of typical between-speaker
differences in tonal F0. The most salient differences concern central tendency and dispersion
(with both these parameters being positively correlated). Another conspicuous difference concerns the offset values in tones 1 and 3 and their
relationship to the other tones. ZSC in particular
shows exceptionally low offset values for these
tones, which correlate with exceptionally long du-

ration values. Speakers also differ to a small extent in the perturbations associated with their syllable-initial consonants (all obstruents in the data)
and syllable-final glottal-stop in tone 5.
3

The long tones 1-4 were sampled at 10% points, and the
short tones 5 and 6 at 20% points of the sampling base. The
rapid F0 drop in the few centiseconds after peak in tones 2,
4, 5 and 6 (which also occurs but is not shown for ZSC, NYS
and SYZ) is not audible as a fall in pitch and is one acoustical correlate of the syllable-final glottal-stop which characterises these tones. In tones 2, 4 and 6 the duration of the
drop is excluded from the sampling base, which therefore
extends from phonation onset to F0 peak. See Rose (1987,
p. 345) for further details, including the actual raw mean F0
measurements.
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Fig. 1..F0 shapes for isolation tones of seven adult speakers of Zhenhai/Cixi dialect. NYS, ZSC, SYZ are female (after Rose
(1e87)).

Because the males show more extreme variation in F0 values, no between-sex difference can
be demonstrated either in mean or standard deviation F0. This may be a characteristic of the
group of dialects to which ZhenhailCixi belongs,
since the same absence of sex correlates in mean
and standard deviation F0 also characterises the
tones of 7 speakers of the closely related variety
of Shanghai (Rose, 1990b, pp. 389-390). (The
Shanghai data, however, give indications of between-sex differences in FO contoar. which are

absent from the ZhenhailCixi tonal F0.)
In Rose (1987) it was shown how the betweenspeaker differences in F0 in Figures I and 2 can
be reduced by up to a factor of 13 using normali-

or fraction-ofrange), and normalisation parameters (like mean
and standard deviation, or range) derived from
sation strategies (like z-scorer

I I.e., dividing

the difference between an observed F0 value
and the mean of the F0 observations by the standard deviation of the observations.
Vol. 10. No. -i. Augusr l99l
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of individual ZhenhailCixi tones as a function of equalised duration. NYS, ZSC' SYZ are female.

the isolation tone values themselves. However, it
was also pointed out (Rose, 1987 , p.348) that the
use of isolation tone normalisation parameters
creates certain problems, not only in the normalisation of speakers within a particular variety, but
also, and especially so, in normalisation between
varieties. These problems indicate the desirability
of using normalisation parameters derived independently of the tones. Below I rehearse them in
some detail, pointing out in particular the limited
applicability to tones of considerations from
vowel normalisation.

Speech Communication

2. Problems with isolation tone normalisation
parameters

2.1. Normalisation within a variety

In normalising linguistic units (both within and
between varieties) using parameters derived from
the units themselves, it seems reasonable to require that the normalisation parameters be derived only from those units common to all speakers. If this is not done, the parameters will be
biased. For example, one of the tones of Cantonese shows free between-speaker variation in
high falling versus high level pitch (Fok , I97 4 , pp .
11-12) and normalisation parameters derived
from two speakers with such a difference in pitch
would not be comparable unless this tone were

P. Rose I Long term normalisation of tonal F0

excluded. The main problems which arise when

using isolation tone normalisation parameters
have to do with how to decide which units are
comparable between speakers.
In normalising the vowels of different speakers
within a variety, acoustic comparability is seen as
the result of the realisation of the same target
vowel, and is judged on the basis of transcrip-

tional identity. That is, the F-patterns of two
speakers' vowels are assumed comparable - the
two vowels are considered as realisations of the
same target - if a phonetician transcribes them in
the same way (Disner, 1980, p.253).

With tones, however, there is the additional
desideratum that isolation normalisation
parameters be based on comparable data points
on the same target, otherwise, again, bias will be
introduced. However, which points on an .FO time
course are comparable between speakers only
emerges,

in circular fashion, after a successful

normalisation; and there are also problems associated with judging what constitutes the same
tonal targets between-speakers in the first place.
(Note further that "sameness of target" does not
guarantee comparability of data points.) These
points can be demonstrated with the tonal JqO data
in Figures 1. and2 and their pitch characteristics.
A z-score normalisation on these data using
mean and standard deviation derived from all 6
tones (and therefore assuming all F0 data points
to be comparable and all F0 shapes to realise the
same tonal targets) reduces the original betweenspeaker variance by a factor of 7 .5. However, this
is not the largest reduction that can be achieved,
nor the best normalisation. Because of ZSC's
abovementioned much lower F0 offset in tones 1
and 3, she has a relatively lower mean and wider
standard deviation than the others, and as a result
her tonal F0 is normalised higher and in a more
compressed range than the rest. If her tones L and
3 are artificially truncated (by the substantial
amount of 60-100 ms), and mean and standard
deviation recalculated, the resulting z-score normalisation will be almost twice as effective, yielding a 13-fold decrease in between-speaker variance and a more plausible relationship between
the resulting normalised shapes (Rose, 1987, p.
349). It should also be noted that from the point

of view of similarity of pitch and general

.F0

shape, all examples of tone 1 can be considered
as realisations of the same target, as can all examples of tone 3. Yet it can only be demonstrated
after normalisation that not all F0 points on ZSC's
tones 1 and 3 are comparable to all points on the
other speakers'tones 1 and 3.
The kind of circularity just demonstrated is benign, since the correct relationship between the
FO shapes can be expected to emerge by a posteriori comparison of results using parameters
based on different sets of data points. More serious are the problems associated with the criterion

of target identity. It is not uncommon for

the

same linguistic tone to be spoken with different

pitches by different speakers. (By "different
pitch" I am not referring to those differences presumably correlating with anatomical differences
in length and mass of vocal cords, but regular,
audible differences in contour or position in pitch
range.) The case of Cantonese has already been
mentioned; another well-known example is the
high tone of Standard Thai, which shows considerable individual variation in its realisation (Henderson, 7964, p. 417). Two additional cases occur
in the tonal data under consideration here. ZSC's
tone 4 has an audibly earlier rise in pitch than the

others (and this is clearly reflected in the F0
shape); and LBX's tone 5 has a short falling as
opposed to level pitch (this is not so obvious from
the F0 shape - it correlates with the amount the
F0 drops from peak to inflection point (Rose,
1982, pp. 322-323). Since these pitch differences
must be considered to represent different targets
for the same linguistic tone, tones 5 and 4 must
obviously be excluded from the data which furnish the normalisation parameters. This is because these differences represent bonafide variation within the variety, and as such must not be
normalised away (Disner, 1986, p. 70).But we
have seen that tones 1 and 3 must also be
excluded because of their acoustically anomalous
offset values in ZSC. This leaves us with only two
comparable tones and a consequently less reliable
estimate of the normalisation parameters.
There is a further problem associated with the

notion of target identity in tones. It is not clear
which of the audible pitch differences between
speakers do in fact constitute different tonal
targets and should therefore be excluded from
Vol.
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calculation of the normalisation parameters, and
which represent individual variation within a particular target and do not therefore require exclusion. A likely candidate for the latter category is
NYS's tone 6, the pitch of which is regularly flatter and does not rise to the height of the others.
In NYS's case, the difference, although regular,
does not seem big enough to warrant labelling as
a different target. But when does a betweenspeaker difference in pitch become big enough to
indicate that a separate target is involved? One
possible heuristic is to treat as instances of different targets those audibly distinct patterns which
are known to be capable of realising tone contrasts in other languages. This would separate the
case of tone 6 both from that of tone 4 and tone

-{ (the differing pitch values noted for tone 4
sound similar to the contrast within Standard
Chinese between the rising and dipping tones),
and there are of course many examples of tonal
contrasts based on level versus falling pitch which
parallel the two values of tone 5). Surprisingly,
the problem of different targets for the same linguistic unit has not apparently been addressed in
vowel normalisation. Disner (1980, pp. 253, 256257; 1986, p. 71) assumes for example that an
acoustic representation of the shared vowel
targets of a language is obtained by simply
abstracting away those "... interspeaker differences which are due to inherent personal characteristics ..." (1980, p.253). No allowance appears
to be made for extrinsic vocalic differences between speakers, like [a] versus [5] in Zhenhai
(Rose, 1982, p.80).
In addition to these considerations, it must also
be acknowledged that recognition of the occurrence of the "same target" on the basis of transcriptional identity is in itself problematic because
the auditory impression of tone is a function of
acoustic parameters in addition to F0, like
amplitude, duration and spectrum (Rose, 1989a,
p. 61). This means that comparability of F0
shapes cannot be automatically assumed from
identity of pitch percept, and non-comparability
of FO shapes does not necessarily follow from different pitch percepts.

2.

2. Normalisation between vqrieties

Another, more cogent argument against the
derivation of normalisation parameters from isolation tones emerges when comparison of tones
across varieties is undertaken. Here, normalisation is required to facilitate objective and quantified comparison between varieties in order to
determine the nature of linguistic phonetic variation in acoustical tonal parameters.
One dimension in which tone languages can
differ is the F0 range of their tones (Maddieson.
1979; Phuong, 1981; Rose, 1985). The tonal ll
data from five bilingual speakers of African tone
languages in Maddieson (1979, p. 87) show
further that tone languages can also differ in standard deviation and mean. Therefore using FO
range, mean or standard deviation derived from
the tones themselves as normalisation parameters
risks automatically obscuring or obliterating these
differences. Moreover, for several reasons the
criterion of same target or comparable tone is
more difficult to apply in between-variety comparisons. Judgements of similarity or comparability based on phonologlcal specifications - as advocated by Disner for normalisation of vowels between languages (1980, p. 257) - are difficult to
implement because of the varying distance between the phonological specification and phonetic
realisation of tones. For example, Standard
Chinese tone 4 and the Standard Thai Fall tone
are both distinctively [+ fail], but the difference
in their realisations - the Thai tone has a long
level initial component to its pitch - is big enough

to bias normalisation

parameters derived from
them. On the other hand, Standard Chinese tone
3 and the Standard Thai Rise tone have similar,
dipping, pitch characteristics but differ phonologically (the Chinese tone is distinctively [+ Lo];
the Thai tone [+ Rise]). Secondly, and more importantly, the auditory and acoustic recognition
of phonetical/y similar tones is problematic because the single acoustic dimension of ,FO is now
a function not only of the individual speaker, but
also of the particular variety. Again it is not clear
how such differences in F0 associated with different varieties can be distinguished from betweenspeaker differences in F0. This makes it very hard
to tell, in the absence of bilingual data, how the

o

o
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tones of two or more systems relate acoustically.
In the light of the arguments presented above,
it seems sensible to seek sources other than isolation tones for normalisation parameters. One pos-

sible source of independently derivable normalisation parameters for tone is a speaker's long
term F0 distribution. Jassem (1975) for example
has already demonstrated, although not quantified, the normalisation of between-speaker dif-

ferences

in intonational F0 in Polish using

235

in the

same session as the isolation tones, and,
like the isolation tones, had been read out from
a prepared text. (Each text had been previously
translated with the help of the informant from
Standard Chinese into dialect.) One exception to
this was JHM, for whom I did not have any suitable running speech data recorded in the same
session as his isolation tones.

Apart from ZSC and SYZ, it was not possible
to use the same text for all speakers, since the

of mean and standard deviation derived from long term datas. The rest of this paper
will investigate the possibility of doing the same
thing for the Chinese tonal F0 data presented

above. In particular, it is of interest to see
whether long term data provide more suitable
parameters for ZSC's tones than her isolation
tone data (i.e. values that will show her to have
a lower normalised offset in tones 1 and 3, and
an earlier rise in tone 4, but otherwise the same
contours as the other speakers. Because of this,
the non-truncated versions of ZSC's tones 1 and

different speakers' isolation tones had been recorded over a period of 14 years, during which
time the elicitation material had naturally
changed. However, the samples of running
speech were carefully selected in an attempt to
maximise between-speaker comparability with respect to discourse effects on F0. All texts were
examples of unemotional connected narrative
consisting of fairly short, grammatically wellformed utterances with unmarked intonation.
There was thus a general absence of false starts
and repair; of parenthetical intonation; and of

3 are used below.

contrastive and emphatic stress.

parameters

3. Method

3.1. Speakers and samples

Since long term material was available for
them, it was decided to use the seven speakers
whose isolation tone F0 is described above. These
speakers' data constitute a good trial for normalisation, since they show relatively large betweenspeaker differences in F0.
In choosing material for the long term analysis,
the most important criterion was taken to be
maximum comparability between isolation and
long term data. The long term data were therefore extracted from stylistically comparable examples of running speech which had been recorded
s I will continue to use the term "z-score"
to refer to this kind
of normalisation, although strictly speaking it is not entirely
appropriate. The proposed normalisation strategy makes
use of means and standard deviations which are extrinsic to
the data to be normalised, while a z-score denotes a transformation where mean and standard deviation are derived from
the same data.

It is important to point out that the potential
problem of between-text comparability in tonal
composition was avoided because of the properties of tone sandhi in this variety. ZhenhailCixi
tone sandhi is extensive and extrinsic, with very
few tones in running speech realised similarly to
their isolation forms (Rose, 1990a, p. 6). The features which guarantee comparability in tonal composition between texts are as follows. The sandhi
operates on polysyllabic items which constitute
the vast majority of textual material, and normally results in alternating High -Low or LowHigh pitch patterns. The very few items which
remain unaffected by sandhi and therefore retain
recognizably isolation shapes are, with the exception of tone 5, contour tones. The overall result
is that sentences with potentially biasing sequences of the same high or low pitch are not
possible, and the pitch of different tones has a
strong tendency to average out to a value slightly
below mid. This can be exemplified with a sentence ("He got to know something about society") from NYJ's text (line 1 represents the transcribed pitch of the input tones in Chao's (1930)
five point system (5 denotes highest value in
speaker's normal pitch range, 1 lowest); line 2
Vol. 10. No. 3. Augusr
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shows their sandhied forms;

*

indicates word

boundary):

teu ejc * mi0 ba?
41 34 24r 24
2433 41 11 4
* i rje * dzc wei zd. qe + dz"in uin
5 41 214 2r4 21.4 24 241 241
1,I 47
3 41 14 53 21. 1

dzi
1.

2.

*

214

We can obtain an estimate of the possible effect
on long term F0 of differences in tonal composition of texts by comparing the mean of the Chao
integers for their sandhied output. The mean
pitch6 of the sandhied forms of this sentence is
2.39 (sd : 1.41). The mean and standard deviation values for the complete texts of the seven

speakers were 2.64, f34 (NYJ); 2.74, 1.33
(LBX) ; 2.'/ t, 7.36 (ZSC) ; 2.77, 1'.34 (J}{M) ; 2.7 9,
1.3a (NYS); 2.8, 7.3 (JMF); 2.86, 1..32 (SYZ)'
The minimal differences observed in mean pitch
indicate that the differing underlying tonal composition of the texts will have had negligible effect

on the long term values.
It was not clear how long the speech sample
for the calculation of representative long term F0
parameters should be. Nolan (1983, p. 123) notes

"a convergence of opinion that within-speaker
variation between speech samples reduces with
increasing sample length up to around one minute, and thereafter rather little". However, the
proportion of voiced and voiceless segments in a
short text differs considerably between languages
- Catford (1977 , p.107) cites a proportion of 78"/"
for voiced segments in French, compared to 4!o/o
in Cantonese. Therefore, an appropriate length
of speech might depend on the language under
investigation. Jassem (1915, p. 525) considered
60 s sufficient to furnish adequate normalisation
parameters for his Polish study. This is equivalent
to about 33 s of voiced speech, given the proportion of 55% which he found for Polish (Jassem et
aL.,1973, p. 210). In view of this, I decided simply
to use all the available selected running speech,
6 It should be born in mind that "mean pitch" denotes a property several stages removed ftom mean F0. For a discussion
on the relationship between F0 and the transcribed tonal

pitch see Rose (1989a).
Speech Communication

Table 1
Long term duration values and number of F0 samples (D =
duration of speech; D, : duration of voiced speech; V =
percent of voiced speech; N : number of F0 samples)
Speaker

D

NYJ

39

JHM

30

SYZ

31

NYS

72

LBX

88

ZSC
JMF

38

(sec)

85

D"

(sec)

34
24
23
57
68
33
6s

V (%)

87
80
74
79
7'7
87
76

t36r
960
933
2272
2'704

t32l
2591

if any, gave the
1, which
From
Table
most appropriate values.
that
data,
it
can
be
seen
summarises the relevant
voiced
speech
s
of
actual
this supplied at least 33
for 5 out of 7 speakers. (The high percentage of
voiced speech probably reflects a phonotactic restriction of voiceless obstruents to syllable-initial
position, and the presence, characteristic of Wu
Chinese, of an additional series of syllable-initial
and ascertain what length of text,

voiced obstruents.)
With the exception of SYZ, all texts were read
a
at tempo which sounded unhurried and natural.
SYZ's tempo sounded rushed: her relatively faster tempo is shown by a comparison with ZSC,
who took about 7 s longer to read the same text.

3.2. Measurement

I decided to measure F0 by hand from expanded narrow-band spectrograms rather than
use an automatic digital FO extraction method.
This was for several reasons, apart from the wish
to avoid the occasional error in F0 estimation
which inevitably accompanies automatic extraction. This dialect has an unusual phonation type
in tones 3, 4 and 6, which involves extrinsic use
of the epiglottis combined with a glottal configuration for whispery voice (Rose, 1989b). This
phonation type is reflected in polycrotic time-domain waveforms (i.e., waveforms with similar
periods and peak-to-peak amplitudes every second, third or fourth glottal pulse (Ishizaka and
Isshiki, 1976, p. 1197)). With automatic extraction there is the danger that F0 would be estimated from the associated subharmonics, thus
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to the normal curve). A program was written to

yielding values between one-half and one-quarter
of the effective F0. The second reason was to
maximize comparability with the isolation values,
which had also been measured from expanded

calculate the standardised 3rd and 4th central moments as measures of skewness and kurtosis (Jas-

sem, 1,973, pp. 218-279.). The cumulative mean
and standard deviation were plotted as functions
of elapsed voiced speech in order to examine the
evolution of the long term values.

narrow-band spectrograms. Thirdly, digital extraction (with the ILS API command) was regularly found to give long term values on average
10 Hz higher than spectrographic measurement,
and this was considered an unacceptably large

4. Results

error.
F0 was measured using a digitising pad in conjunction with the "pitch" software developed by
the Macquarie University Speech Hearing and
Language Research Centre, modified to allow up
to 100 F0 measurements per spectrogram. The
estimated accuracy is + 5 Hz at the 90Y" confidence level. F0 was sampled at 40Hz (the same
rate as the mean sampling rate of the isolation
tones) using an overlay calibrated in 25 ms strips.
The sampled F0 values were stored on clisc and
processed by the ILS HIS command to produce

4.1. General
Figure 3 shows the speakers' long term laO distributions with both linear and 1og normal curves
fitted, and FO maxima and minima indicated. For
comparability, automatic scaling was used on
both frequency and probability axes, with the
maximum number of class intervals. This means
that the speakers' -F0 ranges and modal bin values
are equalised, but their class intervals are different (in Figure 3, ZSC, JMF, LBX, NYS, have a
mean class interval of 8 Hz, the rest 4 Hz). Table
2 gives the associated numerical values, with chi-

histograms and data on arithmetical mean and
standard deviation, mode, median and chi-square
(both with linear and log-normal approximations

Table 2

Long term F0 statistics of the seven speakers
(a) Linear (st : semitones)

X

SD

SD

mode

median

(Hr)

(Hz)

(st)

(Hz)

(Hz)

NYJ
JHM
SYZ

131

2'l

t2t

201.4

12

26

98

111

1t7.5

l1

r82

lo
36

181

LBX

165

200

ZSC

187

6t

JMF

232

55

2l.l

225

40.2
186.9
156.0
208.s
182.7

13

192
199

r69
t79

113

NYS

8.6
8.1
8.0
13.6
20.3
22.7

108

119

Speaker

53

skew

chi-sq.

t73
247

10

t2
13

13

3.63
3.29
3.4
4.2
2.66
3.39
2.54

0.94
0.83
0.22
0.7
0.44
0.91
0.4

(b) Log
skew

chi-sq

Speaker
(log Hz)

NYJ
JHM
SYZ

2.256
2.276

0.085
0.091
0.063
0.081

LBX

2.283

0.r17

ZSC

2.25

JMF

2.353

0.135
0.104

NYS

2.107

2.066

r27.7
63.2
17.8 ns
49.2
99.9
41.4
117.3

0.48
0.38

13
12

2.65
2.51

13

-0.4

4.62

10

-0.13

13

-0.r2

^
2.38

0.21
0.08

2.59
2.39

15
13

-

n1
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Fig. 3. Histograms of long term F0 distribution for the speakers rn Figures
scale = number of observations.
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squares calculated using class intervals of 10 Hz
for SYZ, NYS, NYJ and JHM, who had F0
ranges smaller than 190 Hz, and 20Hz for LBX,
ZSC and JMF, with ranges greater than250Hz.
Table 3 supplies isolation data for comparison.
The long term mean values obtained are simiIar to those summarised in Baken (1987 , pp. 154155) for English speakers of comparable age and
sex. However, the ranges are somewhat (2-3
semitones) greater, and the standard deviations
are very much greater - by factors of 2 to 10. This
may reflect a difference between tone and nontone languages, since native speakers of Standard
Chinese have also been shown to have significantly greater ranges and standard deviations
than English speakers (Chen, 1974).
It can be seen from Figure 3 that all speakers
have positively skewed F0 distributions, which is
fairly typical (Jassem et al., 1,973, p. 218), and
attributed to the exponential relationship between elongation and tension of the vocalis
(Fujisaki, 1983, pp.52ff). The degree ofskewness
is significant at at least the 0.01 level for all speakers, who fall into 3 groups. Compared with the
Polish data of Jassem et al. (1973, p. 2I0), SYZ
appears to show only slight skewness; LBX and
JMF, with values twice that of SYZ, are moderately skewed; the remaining four speakers, with
values from four to five times that of SYZ, would
seem to be rather strongly skewed. Relatively
high values for skewness in tone languages would
follow from typically greater F0 ranges and standard deviations.
The kurtosis is significant for all speakers at at
least the 0.05 level, but, with the exception of
NYS, it is mild and unremarkable. The correlation of leptokurtosis with monotony of voice (Jas-

sem, 1971, p. 67) can be confirmed for NYS's
moderately leptokurtic value of 4.2. Values for
skewness and kurtosis ensure that all speakers'
distributions show significant deviations from normality (chi-square values are significant at at least
0.001 level).

As might be expected, a log transform (Table
2(b)) results in a reduction of positive skewness,
giving less overall skew in the data, with speakers
normally distributed in a range 0.5 either side of
zero skewness. The mean change is by about
-0.6, but there is a differential effect: NYS's
positive skew, for example, has reversed by about
twice NYJ's amount. It is interesting to note that,
because the isolation tones show very little skew
(Table 3), there is a greater similarity in skewness
between them and the log transformed values.
No clear overall effect of the log transform is
observable on kurtosis, but there is on average a
50% reduction in chi-square values (range 36o/o80%), with all speakers except SYZ still, however, remaining significantly different from normal at at least the 0.001 level.
4.2. Long term and isolation tone mean and
standard deviation
Figure 4 shows a comparison of the standard
deviations and means of the long term data with
,n"t_:
the speakers' isolation tones. It can be

"t

fi.
I
Ic

200-

co)
E

(g

Speaker

X

NYJ

131

27

JHM

t45

30

SYZ

5Z

0.07
0.29

NYS

202
205

4l

0.34

LBX

221

49

ZSC

230

55

0.t2
-0.59

JMF

24r

55

0.31

1uz7

zzo.

c)

=
o
c)

Table 3
Isolation tone F0 statistics

240-

SD (Hz)
?.

160-

skew
Lr
0.04

, [lrllllI
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140-

Iti

JHM

Fig. 4. Long term F0 means and standard deviations of the
speakers in Figure 3 (right), compared with means and standard deviations of their isolation tones.
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is also relatively the largest (1.48). Comparable
long term standard deviation values, both of
25H2, obtained from an additional two of his
texts (the former a repeat, the latter the same as
LBX's), indicate that NYJ's 9 Hz difference is due
to a relatively more compressed set of isolation
tones, rather than more expanded long term values. There was no obvious reason for this in the
way his isolation tones were elicited.
The evolution of the long term standard deviation as a function of elapsed voiced speech is
shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that the best
approximation to the isolation standard deviation
occurs at different points with different speakers.
For example, NYS's best estimate occurs at the
end of her text, whereas SYZ's and ZSC's
cumulative value intersects their isolation value
after only about 3 s of voiced speech, and any
value after the middle of NYJ's text would consti-

seen that a clear relationship exists between long
term and isolation data in both these parameters.

Standard deviation

Generally the standard deviation values show
very good agreement indeed. Linear regression of
isolation on long term standard deviation gives an

f

of 0.949.6 of the 7 speakers'long term values
come to within + 6Hz of their isolation value,
and in 5 of these cases the long term standard
deviation does not differ significantly from that of
the isolation tones. In relative terms this means
that for 5 of the 6 speakers the ratio of long term
to isolation standard deviation falls within a narrow range from 0.87 (JHM) to 1.12 (ZSC). SYZ's
6 Hz significantly smaller long term standard deviation is also relatively the smallest (0.82), and
is perhaps related to her faster tempo. NYJ's 9 Hz
significantly larger long term standard deviation
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Fig. 5. Seven speakers' cumulative F0 as a function of the elapsed voiced speech. For each speaker, top trace
bottom = meanl ---- : isolation tone values.
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tute a nearest estimate. The best overall approximation to the isolation standard deviation is obtained if the final cumulative value is taken, although approximations to within + 15 Hz of the
isolation value can be achieved after as little as
10 s of voiced speech, after which time very little
fluctuation occurs. Note that the longer passages
of LBX, JMF and NYS achieve a slightly better
approximation to the isolation standard deviation, coming to within a mean value of + 3.2H2,
as opposed to + 6.2H2 for the shorter passages.
This thus affords some justification for preference
of texts containing about one minute of voiced
speech.

O

Mean

211

utterance; JMF's nearest approximation comes at
the end of his text, and for NYS and NYJ best
approximations occur at more than one position.

However, unlike the standard deviation values,
the best overall approximation to the isolation
mean actually occurs very early - by the end of
the second utterance, or after approximately 3 s
of voiced speech. At this point the speakers'
cumulative mean values come within I to 12%
(mean : 6%) of their isolation mean. This is only
a marginally better predictor than the long term
values, however, which fall within a range of 3 to
18% (mean = 70o/o).It can be noted that, from
the point of view of the long term values, the long
texts achieve twice as good an approximation of
isolation mean.

From Figure 4 it is clear that there is poorer
agreement between the long term and isolation
mean values than for the standard deviation.
Nevertheless, the correlation is still very good,
with 89.5% of the variance accounted for by
linear regression of isolation on long term mean.
For all of the speakers, the long term means are
between 3"/. and L97o (mean : 70%) lower than

the isolation means. These values range from
JMF and NYJ, who are the only speakers whose
long term and isolation means do not differ significantly, to JHM and ZSC, who appear to have
relatively much lower long term than isolation
means.

From Figure 5 it can be seen that for all speakers except ZSC the long term mean has attained

relative stabilisation (i.e., within at least 4o/o of
the final value - the mean difference is only 2.5%)
- by 20 s of voiced speech. Some (NYJ, SYZ,
JHM) achieve this by even 10 s. It can also be
seen that ZSC's and JHM's relatively low final
values are due to different reasons: ZSC's to a
failure to stabilise between 10 and 20 s, and
JHM's to an inherently low stabilised mean
(which again possibly reflects the different recording session). Comparison of ZSC with SYZ shows
that use of the same text will not guarantee the
same cumulative time course.
Figure 5 also shows that, as with the standard
deviation values, the best approximation to the
isolation mean occurs at different times with different speakers. For LBX and JHM, for example,
the best estimate occurs at the end of the first

4.3. Normalisation

Using parameters derived from the isolation
tones themselves it is possible to normalise them
so that the between-speaker variance in the raw
data is reduced by up to a factor of 7.5. This is
from a dispersion coefficient of 64.3oh for the raw
data to one of e.g. 8.6% for the results of a zscore normalisationT. Note that. since there are
no sex related differences in the tonal acoustics,
it is justified to normalise males and females as a
single group. The results of such a z-score normalisation are shown in Figure 6. (For ease of
comparison with the raw data in Figure 2, each
tone is plotted separately, and the normalised F0
of each tone is plotted against equalised duration.) For this normalisation, each speaker's
mean and standard deviation were calculated
from 49 .F0 values. These values comprised the
sampled mean .F0 at 70'/" points of duration of
7

The dispersion coefficient is the ratio of mean betweenspeaker variance to overall sample variance, and is a measure of the degree to which speakers' values cluster (Earle,
1975, p. 133). Comparing the dispersion coefficients for the
raw and normalised data provides a measure of the reduction in between-speaker variance achieved by a normalisation. The different values of 65.8% and 5.1% for the raw
and normalised dispersion coefficients given in Rose (1987,
p. 350) reflect a corpus containing ZSC's truncated and resampled tones 1 and 3. If ZSC's tones 1 and 3 are not truncated, the efficacy of the r-score normalisation is considerably reduced from 12.9 to 7.5, which is the appropriare value
for comparison here.
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the four Long tones, and20ok points of duration
of the two Short tones, excluding all values at
onset (0%), and offset (100%) in tone 5. (Thus
each long tone contributes 10 values and the short
tones contribute 4 (tone 6) and 3 (tone 5) values

to the normalisation

parameters.) This kind of
normalisation, with F0 sampled as a function of
equalised tonal duration, implies comparability
between F0 values of different speakers at the
Speech Communication

same percentage point of duration. As explained

above with reference to ZSC's relatively longer
tones 1 and 3, this assumption is not always justified, and in some cases it may in fact be necessary to normalise (rather than equalise) duration
prior to sampling F0 (Rose, 1990b, p.392).
Since long term mean and standard deviation
have been shown in this paper to have a fairly
constant relationship to their corresponding isola-
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Fig. 7. Long term normalisation of Zhenhai/Cixi tonal F0. Vertical scale indicates units of long term standard deviation (sd lt
away from long term mean (X lt.); horizontal scale as for Figure 6.

tion values, it is to be expected that they will also
normalise the isolation tone ^F0 to a certain extent. Figure 7 shows the z-score normalised F0
curves using parameters of long term mean and
standard deviation. It can be seen from a comparison with the duration-equalised raw data in
Figure 2 that rhe long term normalisation has resulted in clustering of the raw F0 shapes. A1though the phonemic identity of most of the tones
of this variety is ensured by distinctive F0 contours, the degree of clustering is certainly high
enough to ensure that the potentially confusable

)

high and low concave tones 2 and 4 are resolved
separatelyS. (ZSC is only an apparent exception:
her normalised values for tone 4 after 50% of
duration do fall within one standard deviation
below the mean of the normalised values for tone
2. However, this is to be expected since, as men8

Future normalisation studies could exploit this evaluation
metric by using tone languages with a larger number of potentially confusable F0 shapes. Cantonese, which has at least
three tones with quasi level and two with rising F0 shapes
(Fok, 1974) would be a good candidate.
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tioned above, her tone 4 has in fact a distinctively
earlier rising pitch.)
Quantitatively, the long term normalisation
achieves a reduction in between-speaker variance
of 3.2 (from a dispersion coefficient of 64.3"/. to
20.3%). The mean within-tone standard deviation
for the long term normalised contours is 0.46,
which constitutes 13.5% of the maximum normalised range. Comparison with the isolation
tone normalisation figures shows that the long
term normalisation is about half as successful in
reducing the raw between-speaker variance.
(Mean within-tone standard deviation for the isolation tone normalisation was 0.21 , or 6.9% of
maximum range, and the reduction in betweenspeaker variance was 7.5.) The difference in performance of the two methods can be appreciated
visually by a comparison of Figures 6 and 7 .
It may be objected that a fairer assessment of
the performance of the long term normalisation
should involve comparison between normalisation strategies, where the data to be normalised
differed from the source of the normalisation
parameters for both strategies. For example, the
performance of the long term normalisation could
be judged against that of a normalisation of one

set of isolation forms elicited early in a session
with normalisation parameters derived from a
second set elicited later. Significant differences in
isolation tone -F0 have been documented for a
single speaker within an elicitation session (Earle,
7975, pp. 161-l'71). But in order to evaluate this
objection, we would have to know how several
speakers differ with respect to within-speaker variance in isolation tone F0 as function of different
elicitations. (If they all differed in the same way
there would be no difference in the efficacy of the
two isolation normalisations.) To my knowledge
there is no data available on this.
Although the long term normalisation is only
half as effective as the isolation normalisation, it

cated tones 1 and 3, the long term ratio (I1.8%)

falls within half a standard deviation of the expected mean within-speaker value of 10.7%.
The mechanics of the normalisation function
can be clearly seen in the different ways some
individual speakers are resolved. The conspicuous
compression of about one standard deviation for
NYJ's tones is because of his relatively smaller
isolation standard deviation, and also because of
his absolutely smaller values for isolation and long
term standard deviation. (Since in the z-score the
degree of compression varies directly with the
magnitude of the standard deviation de-

nominator.) The apparently higher dynamics of
both SYZ and JHM result from a combination of
expansion from relatively smaller long term standard deviation (with stronger effect in SYZ) and
a positive shift from relatively lower long term
mean (stronger in JHM). It wiil be recalled that
the long term text of both these speakers was
anomalous: JHM's text was not recorded in the
same session as his isolation tones; SYZ read hers
at a faster than normal tempo. However, the dispersion coefficient is only minimally improved
(from 20.3% to 19.0%) by discounting these two
speakers on the basis of their anomaly, and it is
likely, therefore, that the magnitude of the dispersion coefficient obtained for the 7 speakers
only slightly over-estimates true between-speaker
variability in the relationship between long term
parameters and isolation tones.
As far as ZSC is concerned, the long term normalisation has successfully preserved the relative
configuration of the isolation normalisation, with,
as hoped, lower offset in tones 1 and 3 and higher
resolution in tone 4. However, her relatively
lower long term mean has in fact begun to reverse
the magnitude of the differences. In order to preserve the size of the differences of the isolation
normalisation, or, ideally, match the resolution of
the isolation normalisation with truncated tones,

should be noted that the resulting variance is com-

parable to the expected within-speaker variance
for the tones of these speakers. In terms of the
ratio of mean within-tone standard deviation to
maximum range, the long term normalisation,
with a ratio of 73.5%, falls just within the range
of 149%-8.07o for expected within-speaker variatione. If the ratio is calculated using ZSC's trunSpeech Communication

e

The ratio of mean within-tone standard deviation to
maximum F0 range for the 7 speakers is 14.9% (ZSC);
11.6% (NYS); 11.a% (NYJ); 9.8% (LBX); 9.7% (SyZ);
9.4% (JHM); 8.0% (JMF). Their mean is 10.7% with 90%
confidence limits of + 1.5%. These values are calculated
from the individual speakers' standard deviation data in
Rose (1987, p.3a6).
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her long term mean would have needed to have
been about 30 to 35 Hz higher.

Spearman's correlation was calculated on the
long term and isolation rankings at 0o/o , 20yo,
80% and 100% for all tones, and showed 72 out
of 24 pairs, evenly distributed amongst the 6
tones, to be correlated at at least the 0.05 level.
This shows that, despite the above-mentioned differences in resolution between long term and isolation normalisation, the long term normalisation
actually reflects, and thus independently corroborates, the configuration of the isolation normalisation to a certain extent.
Since the long term distributions differ with respect to skewness, it was hoped that some improvement on the normalisation would be possible by allowing for this differential. (Isolation
means are higher than long term means, and
come from distributions which show less skew, so
speakers with greater positive long term skewness
would be expected to show less difference between long term and isolation mean.) However,
the data show no obvious relationship between
skewness and any potentially useful parameter
like difference between long term and isolation
mean, either before or after log transform. NYS
and JHM, for example, have about the same
skewness, but JHM's long term mean is relatively
much lower; JMF and NYJ do not have significantly different long term and isolation means,
yet differ considerably in skewness. This also
means that no improvement in resolution can be
expected from the use of F0 transformations
based on exponentials or logarithmsl0.

5. Conclusion
The aim of this study was to ascertain whether
long term mean and standard deviation constitute
effective normalisation parameters for isolation
tonal F0.
It was first demonstrated that a clear relationship obtains between the long term and isolation
l0 Such transformations on their
own, of course, will not reduce the dispersion coefficient in conjunction with a linear
normalisation like the l-score, even if the data are inher-

ently logarithmic.

tone means and standard deviations. This study
has thus revealed something about the relationship between isolation tones and running speech.
The existence of such a relationship has long been
assumed in the use of isolation tones as observation data for tonology and tonetics, but, as
pointed out by Kratochvil (1977, pp. 19-21), it
has rarely if ever been demonstrated. Speakers of
this variety, at least, appear to produce the F0 of
their isolation tones with the same standard deviation as their running speech, but position them
about 10% higher. This is the sort of result one
might expect if isolation tones were equivalent to
tones occurring at the beginning of an utterance
after F0 reset.
Secondly, this study showed that normalisation
parameters of long term mean and standard deviation, even when taken from different texts, can

effect a three-fold reduction in original betweenspeaker variance. The amount of variance remaining after long term normalisation did not differ from that expected for the within-token variance characterising a single speaker. This degree
of reduction was enough to successfully resolve 5
phonemically different tones, and partially preserve the pattern of the isolation tone normalisation. The use of the long term parameters can

therefore avoid the methodological objection of

circularity associated with isolation normalisations.

But how successful is the normalisation really?
Notwithstanding the positive points outlined
above, the success of this experiment must be
judged with respect to the degree of reduction
achieved in between-speaker variance. The degree of reduction has consequences for proposed
use as a strategy for normalisation of a single variety, and for comparison across varieties. Firstly,
although the long term normalised F0 achieves
the same variance as that expected for withinspeaker data, this still constitutes only half that
achieved by the isolation normalisation. Since this
latter has been independently corroborated by the
results of the long term normalisation, there is
every reason to accept it as giving the more accurate indication of the degree of variance inherent
in the Zhenhai/Cixi normalised tones, and hence
a better Linguistic Phonetic characterisation of
this variety. In other words, for normalisation
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within a variety, the use of long term mean and
standard deviation must be considered unsuccessful, and can probably only serve to corroborate
isolation normalisations.
Secondly, with respect to comparison between
varieties, the magnitude of the standard deviation
around the mean normalised curves gives cause
for concern. The value of 0.46 (or 13.5% of the
maximum normalised range) looks too big to
allow statistical comparison across varieties (to
say, for example, whether or in what way a particular tonal F0 shape in one variety was significantly different from one in another). This, however, still needs to be tested with long term normalised data and reliable auditory transcriptions
of two varieties.

Some reduction in the dispersion coefficient
might be achieved by the choice of a more appropriate statistical model than a normal curve. In
addition, given the demonstrated relationship between isolation and long term data, relationships
between other features of isolation tone configurations and the long term model can be sought.
For example, the lowest value in the low dipping
tone 4 - a possible analog of the speaker's ",F0

floor" in a non-tone language - can be predicted
from the frequency-density of the long term ,FO
distribution. The prediction is accurate to within
+ 8 Hz atthe90"/" confidence level, and, together
with the long term standard deviation, functions

with about the same
resolving power as the long term nean.
One final consideration must be mentioned in
conjunction with the use of long term parameters
as a normalisation parameter

for the comparison of different varieties. Although I have suggested that the long term nor-

malised standard deviation may be too big to permit statements of significant difference between
the tones of different varieties, long term data are
nevertheless still of interest for their potential importance in establishing the correct relationship

between normalised varieties. In the introduction, it was pointed out that isolation normalisation parameters based on F0 ranges, means and

standard deviations are inappropriate because
varieties can differ with respect to these parameters. (Some young Zhenhai speakers, for example, no longer have the low convex tone 3, which
means that their isolation mean value will be 1oSpeech Communication

cated relatively higher than that of the older
speakers, and their standard deviation will be
slightly less.) Since this study has demonstrated a
clear relationship between long term and isolation
parameters, however, there is the possibility that
long term data can be used to ascertain how the
normalised parameters of two or more varieties
relate. This would be possible if it could be shown
either (1) that tonal varieties differed with respect
to the relationship between long term and isolation values, but had identical long term distributions, or (2) that the long term data were varietyspecific and the relationship between long term
and isolation values constant across tonal varieties. This is an empirical question awaiting
further research.
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